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Abstract— Collaborative learning appears in a joint intellec-
tual efforts of individuals to understand an object of knowledge
collectively. In their search for understanding the problems,
meanings, and solutions, learners employ different multi-modal
strategies. In this work, we explore the role of force feed-
back in learners interaction with tangible hand-held robots.
We designed a collaborative learning environment to provide
embodied intuitions on linear mathematical functions combined
with graphical representations and ran a first study involving
24 participants. Our analysis shows a positive learning gain
for our learning activity. Moreover, to explore the link between
different types of force feedback and learners’ collaboration,
we designed a focus group study with 12 participants. Our
results suggest that the haptic communication channel affects
the collaboration dynamic differently according to the nature
of the learning task. We finish by proposing design insights for
future exploration of haptic in collaborative learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the introduction of robots in educational con-
texts, one of the most fundamental and yet elusive questions
tackled by HRI researchers has been: Is the robot ultimately
helping learners collaborate with each other, or not?

The question is important for two reasons. From a practical
perspective, collaborative learning activities, i.e., situations
in which two or more people learn or attempt to learn
something together [1] are the usual setting of robotic ac-
tivities in classrooms (also because of the common disparity
between number of children and number of robots): to know
whether and how robots are a good fit for their context is a
necessary prerequisite for the effective introduction of robots
in learning activities. From a theoretical perspective, litera-
ture in education provides ample examples of the intuition
that collaboration among learners can have a positive effect
on motivation and social skills as well as on learning [2].
As a consequence, the design of robots to maximize the
probability that the collaboration among learners generates
learning should be a priority in educational robotics.

Two approaches can be found in the literature concerning
the way the robot should facilitate collaboration among
learners. Explicit solutions typically envision a social robot
to act as an instructor or peer for the learners, and rely on its
behaviour to promote collaboration [3], [4], [5]. Conversely,
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Fig. 1: Activity setup

implicit solutions typically envision the robots to be tools in
the hands of children, and frame the learning activity to rely
on the robots’ intrinsic characteristics and functionalities to
promote collaboration [6].

Within the latter category, Cellulo (held by children in Fig.
1) is a small, tabletop robot specifically developed to support
learning [7], which includes, among its functionalities, the
possibility to provide haptic feedback to the person holding
it. We see this as an opportunity to create a non-verbal
communication channel among learners to haptically speak
to each other through their robots.

In this article, we investigate the role of haptics in col-
laborative learning activities involving robots. Specifically,
the contribution of this article is two-fold. In the first study,
we propose and evaluate a learning activity which exploits
robots and haptics to help learners collaborate and obtain an
intuitive understanding of mathematical concepts. The results
of this study suggest that the relation between haptics, robots
and learning is not straightforward. In the second study, we
dig deeper into that relationship, specifically investigating
the role of haptics towards collaboration and coordination
among learners.

II. RELATED WORK

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) in-
vestigates how technology can support or mediate collab-
orative knowledge construction and problem solving [8].
The field has grown in the past 15 years demonstrating
its applicability in classroom settings [9]. One important
aspect of CSCL is to design a digital medium that en-
ables communication between learners without time and
distance constraints. Communication is essential in order to
build a shared understanding and a common ground. When



synchronous, communication mediums also allow to bring
awareness to collaborators.

Within the interests of CSCL in exploring remote collab-
oration, researchers have proposed novel designs to enhance
learners’ communication, such as through writing text, visual
cursor and video-conferencing [10]. However, the use of the
haptic communication channel among learners still remains
unexplored. Haptic collaboration appears in a wide range of
activities from furniture handling [11] to a more advanced
form of teleoperation [12]. This allows users to manipulate
objects [11], share experiences [13], and communicate their
emotions [14].

Through haptics, users can seamlessly communicate es-
sential collaborative information [15], raising awareness [16]
and aiding users to coordinate their actions [17]. The intru-
sive information from the haptic channel connects users to
the environment and to their collaborator, thus potentially
enhancing their mutual understanding of a task or a shared
goal [11], [9].

In addition to the communicative benefits, a large body of
work explores the advantages of adding haptic feedback in
non-collaborative learning activities. In most of the learning
studies with haptics, the task is performed alone by learners
[18], [19], [20]. Some researchers ground their studies on
the theories of embodied cognition and investigate the im-
pact of haptics on enhancing students’ learning experience
[21], [22], [23]. On the other hand, a group of researchers
considered haptics as a key sensory input channel to receive
crucial information from the learning environment [24], [25].

We can also separate the common types of educational
activities with haptics into three categories: Motor control
skills- to acquire or to improve handwriting [20], [26], haptic
mirror- to mimic physical experience [23], [27], and haptic
bridge- to connect a dynamic visualization of a mathematical
concept with a haptic representation [28], [29], [30], [19].

Despite encouraging findings, there is still a large in-
consistency in the results of haptic studies wherein some
researchers could not find learning advantages of adding
touch sensory input [31], [32], [25]. Zacharia [33] suggests
the need for establishing a framework on when, why, and
how haptic should be employed in learning activities. More
studies are required to establish the mentioned framework
and to unpack the details of students’ conceptualization
through haptics. In this study, we will look at how haptic
as a communication channel can impact the collaborative
learning efforts among peers.

Mathematics is special field of science that contains the
most abstract concepts among other fields. Several studies
explore the possibility of improving children conceptual-
ization of mathematical concepts by making the abstract
more tangible [34], [35]. Bodily gestures are considered
as a rich source of information that both students and
teachers make mostly unconsciously while expressing graphs
[36], [34]. These studies indicate that students with robust
mathematical conceptualization use verbal/kinesthetic/visual
cues to express their imagination of graphs [37]. For these
reasons, we chose Mathematics as the subject to design a

collaborative and haptic learning activity. While most of the
haptic devices suffer from a small workspace as they need be
anchored to the ground, a large workspace haptic device such
as the one we describe in this work, can potentially enable
a full body interaction with the mathematical concepts and
further enhance learning.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The Cellulo platform consists of three main components:
1) The workspace, consisting of printed sheets of paper

“augmented” with a dot pattern [7]. The paper size, as well
as its graphics, are defined in accordance with the activity
requirements.

2) The Cellulo robots, handheld haptic-enabled mobile
robots, capable of holonomic motion and absolute global
localization (position and orientation (x,y,theta)) within the
workspace. When placed on the “augmented” paper sheet,
each robot can self-localize with sub-mm accuracy via an
image sensor placed underneath the robot. Moreover, each
robot has a top surface equipped with 6 capacitive touch
sensors as well as 6 full RGB LEDs which allow for simple
visual and touch interaction. Finally, the locomotion drive
system was designed to be robust against intensive physical
user interaction, allowing the robot to be used to render
haptic feedback and to exert a force of about 1N [38]. Details
on the electronic and mechanical design are found in [7].

3) The central controller (either a desktop computer or
a consumer-grade tablet), running a cross-platform QtQuick
application which contains the logic of the activity and
coordinates the movements of the robots through a star
network composed of point-to-point Bluetook SPP links.
Each robot connects wirelessly to the central controller,
reports to it all events (e.g pose changed) and receives from
it commands (e.g. track a given velocity).

The setup of the activity, shown in Fig. 1, involves a
team of two children: each one has a robot (denoted as
robotX and robotY), and collaboratively they control a third,
virtual robot, the team robot, on the tablet that also serves as
central controller. RobotX is solely responsible for the team
robot x coordinate, while robotY is solely responsible for
the team robot y coordinate. During the activity, the logs of
robotX and robotY (position and orientation, sensor status)
are recorded and lavalier microphones are attached to the
participants’ clothes to record their utterances, in order to
analyze the verbal exchange within the team.

We distinguish between two types of force feedback that
can be provided to each participant:

1) Corrective Haptic Feedback: It is computed as a force
in the direction allowing the team robot to get to the target
curve (Fig. 2). Specifically, the force is calculated in the
direction of the closest point of the curve as: ~F = kc(~rc−~rv)
where kc is a constant for tuning the coupling strength, ~rc
is the point along the target curve closest to the team robot
current position, and ~rv is the current position of the team
robot, equal to ~rv = (xrobotX , yrobotY ).

2) Assistive Haptic Feedback: It is computed as a force
allowing the team robot to move along the target curve when
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Fig. 2: Corrective haptic feedback “pushes” participants’
robots to keep the team robot (pink) on the target line. In
this case, robotX (blue) is pushed to the left while robotY
(yellow) is pushed upwards. In this example, the function
y = x is illustrated by the red line which was or not
actually printed on the water-marked paper and would change
according to the task.

on it. Specifically, the force is calculated as: ~F = kavd ~T~rv

where ka is a constant tuning the force strength, ~T computes
the normalized tangent direction of the point on the curve
(i.e, the gradient vector in the case of a line) and vd is
the desired speed to traverse the curve, set as 50% of the
maximum speed of a Cellulo robot. When outside the curve,
a corrective feedback can be further added.

In both cases, F is then decoupled between the two
participants so that the force applied to robotX is (Fx,0)
and the force applied to robotY is (0,Fy).

We employ the described setup in our learning activity,
aiming to lead participants to acquire an intuitive under-
standing of the notion of function in a collaborative way.
We run two studies. The first study focuses on evaluating
the learning goal of the activity, additionally investigating
whether the presence of the robot (i.e., a tangible element
in the intangible context of mathematical functions) is ben-
eficial, detrimental, or negligible towards learning. Building
upon the findings of study 1, the second study investigates
the potential of haptic feedback as a communication channel
between two users engaged in the collaborative learning
activity.

IV. STUDY 1
As stated above, the main focus of the first study was

to assess the efficacy of the proposed activity with respect
to its learning objectives. Concretely, this translates into the
following Research Questions:
RQ1 Is the interaction with the robots beneficial for learn-

ing? Specifically, [RQ1.1] is there a positive correlation
between the presence of haptic feedback and learning?
[RQ1.2] is there a positive correlation between the
presence of haptic feedback and robot usage? [RQ1.3]
is there a positive correlation between robot usage and
learning?

RQ2 Does the proposed activity lead to a positive learning
gain on concepts related to line functions (specifically,
slope and intercept)?

We hypothesise the answer to all above questions to be “yes”.

A. Learning Activity

The activity is composed of two parts: in the first one,
participants familiarize with the robots and their respective
contributions to the movements of the team robot, by
making the team robot move around a circle. In the second
part, they use the robots to explore the notions of the slope
and the intercept of a line. Iteratively, a line appears on the
tablet and participants are asked to answer the following
consecutive questions:

1) When robotX is moving by 1 unit in the positive
direction, robotY should move by [. . . ].

2) When robotX is at 0, robotY should be at [. . . ]
3) We can then write the relation between the two robots

as: robotY = [. . . ] robotX + [. . . ]
The second part was composed of a sequence of 4 lines, with
different slopes and intercepts.

B. Experimental Procedure

We designed Study 1 as a between-groups design, with
a control condition with no feedback (denoted as Passive)
and an experimental condition (denoted as Haptic), in which
participants feel the corrective haptic feedback explained in
Section III.

The study involved 24 participants randomly teamed in
pairs. They were 12 to 15 years old girls (mean age= 13.42,
std= 0.72), visiting EPFL as a part of a summer camp. The
teams were split equally and randomly to the two conditions.
Individual pre-test and post-test were conducted to measure
the learning gain. Specifically, both the pre-test and post-
test included 4 questions, asking to match a given equation
to the correct line among the displayed ones, or asking to
write the equation of the displayed line. Pre-test and post-test
questions differed only in the line parameters’ values.

C. Results

We calculate the learning gain as the percentage difference
between pre- and post-test scores. Fig. 3a shows the distribu-
tion of the pre- and post- test scores of the participants with
respect to the feedback condition. 15 participants had no
prior knowledge (scoring 0 on the pre-test) on functions. As
the Figure shows, despite one participant (9y) showing a neg-
ative learning gain, 9 participants without prior knowledge
learned, and 3 participants with prior knowledge improved
their scores.

We noticed a statistically significant increase in the scores
when comparing post- and pre-test in both the groups
(Fig. 3b). However, the learning gain was not significantly
different between the two feedback conditions, nor was the
interaction, i.e, the difference in learning gain for the types
of feedback (Table I).
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Fig. 3: Learning Gain Results of Study 1. * indicates a
significant difference with p-value <0.05 with t-test. The
average learning gain in the Haptic condition is 16.6 ± 24.6
% and in the Passive condition is 14.6 ± 16.7 %
TABLE I: Repeated measures ANOVA results. Effect size
indicates the partial eta-square effect size.

Source F-value p-value Effect size
Test 13.2 0.0014 0.38

Feedback 0.011 0.91 0.001
Interaction 0.06 0.81 0.003

In the context of RQ1, to investigate the interaction with
the robots, we define a “robot usage” metric which is equal to
the average cumulative distance of the movements of each
robot before participants start to answer the inside-activity
questions. We study this metric from two aspects: its effect
on the learning gain on one hand, and its correlation to
the feedback condition, on the other hand. We hypothesize
that the presence of haptics will motivate the use of the
robot (hence, participants in the Haptic condition would use
the robot more than participants in the Passive condition).
Results of a t-test show that this distance is significantly
higher in the Haptic condition (605.5 ± 446.0 mm vs
198.5 ± 133.7 mm with a p-value=0.006), which is in
line with the hypothesis that haptics encourages the use of
the robots. From a learning gain perspective, we found a
positive correlation between students who moved the robot
more and their learning gain, although this correlation is
only statistically significant in a confidence interval of 95%
(pearson correlation = 0.34, p-value=0.1). We conduct a

TABLE II: Statistical mediation analysis

Path Coef SE p-value CI[5.5%] CI[94.5%] Sig.
F −→ D 406.95 134.40 0.01 183.11 630.79 Yes
D −→ L 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.04 Yes

Total 2.08 8.59 0.81 -12.22 16.39 No
Direct -7.53 9.72 0.45 -23.76 8.69 No

Indirect 9.62 5.65 0.09 0.63 17.80 Yes

statistical mediation analysis between the feedback condition
and the learning gain where the robot usage metric acts
as a mediator variable since it is affected by the feedback
condition, and it in turn affects the learning gain. The results
are shown in table II. Although we have no evidence of the
total effect of the feedback condition (F) on the learning gain
(L), this analysis shows a positive indirect effect through the
robot usage (D), and that is a conjunction of the effect of F
on D and the effect of D on L (with a confidence of 95 %).

D. Discussion

The results of Study 1 preliminarily support RQ2, sug-
gesting that indeed the proposed activity can be effective
in providing children with an intuitive understanding of the
notions of slope and intercept of a line.

Concerning RQ1, although no significant difference was
found between the two conditions in terms of learning gain
(RQ1.1), thus suggesting that the haptic feedback is not di-
rectly correlated with learning, statistical mediation analysis
shows a marginally significant (with a confidence of 95%)
indirect effect though the robot usage metric. Specifically,
results on robot usage support RQ1.2, suggesting that haptic
feedback indeed motivates participants to interact with the
robots. Results marginally support RQ1.3, i.e. a correlation
between learning and robot usage exists but only with a more
relaxed confidence interval which can be explained by the
small sample size and hence small power. Combining these
results, we conclude that haptic feedback leads participants
to use the robot more, and this, in turn, seems to be correlated
with learning, although our results are only showing trends
towards significance and therefore merit further investigation.

V. STUDY2

The results of Study 1, specifically the findings of RQ1,
motivate us to further investigate how robot interaction with
haptic feedback leads to learning. Research in CSCL [39]
suggests the productivity of interactions during collaboration
that ultimately leads to learning. This motivates us to investi-
gate further the role haptic feedback plays in communication
and collaboration, and to identify the types of interactions
during the activity. The experimental setup and feedback
types presented in Section III remain the same. Concretely,
we are interested in the following Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1 How do participants collaborate and coordinate within

the activity?
RQ2 Is there a relation between haptic feedback, collabora-

tion and coordination?

A. Learning scenario

The goal of this learning activity is for participants to
develop an understanding of the sign and strength of a
function’s slope.

The learning activity is composed of three types of tasks.
The first task is named “Find the line”: an invisible line is
embedded in the workspace, and the team robot will leave a
trace on the tablet only if it is on the line. Corrective haptic
feedback is given to the participants, and the starting point



is always at the origin of the coordinate system shown on
the tablet and workspace map. The second task is named
“Feel the slope”. In this task, the line is shown on the
tablet, and the goal is to track it. Assistive haptic feedback is
given to the participants, thus giving them the impression of
feeling the gradient. Finally, the third task is named “Draw
the line”. Two points are shown on the tablet and the goal
is to connect them with a straight line drawn by the team
robot. The participants were asked to first predict how they
should move, act and then reflect. Corrective haptic feedback
is given in this case. This sequence of activities is repeated
for 3 examples of lines with positive, negative and steeper
slopes.

B. Experimental Procedure

Study 2 is a within-subjects design, in which all partici-
pants go through all the tasks and alternatively experience the
corrective and assistive haptic feedback detailed in Section
III.

The study involved 12 participants randomly teamed in
pairs. They were 13 to 15 years old students (mean age= 14,
std=0.66). The experiment took place in a school, during a
math session, and lasted approx. 40 minutes.

C. Quantitative Results

To investigate the RQs, we define the following metrics
as operationalizations of coordination and collaboration.

1) Co-Movement: We introduce the co-movement metric
to study the coordination between the two participants,
defined as the percentage of time the two participants are
moving their robots in the “good” direction to be on the
line (i.e., intuitively, how coordinated they are in seeking
to reach the task goal). To compute this metric, we first
normalize the velocities of robotX and robotY by the slope
of the corresponding line. The co-movement is then deter-
mined by sign(vx)� sign(vy) where � represents a logical
XNOR, and vx, vy are the velocities of robotX and robotY
respectively.

Fig. 4a shows the average percentage of co-movement with
respect to the task type. We observe that the co-movement
is significantly less in the find condition when compared
to the two others. This could be explained by the fact
that only in the find task, there is no visual persistence
of the shared knowledge. Previous research in collaborative
learning have found that learners used the persistence of
grounded information to better collaborate [40].

2) Turn-Taking (Leader-Follower Roles Exchange): The
second metric we compute is the emergence of the leader-
follower behavior and specifically the exchange of the roles
of leader and follower between participants. To operational-
ize the leader-follower behavior we track the changes in
directions of the robots and tag as the leader the robot
that initiated a change that was then followed by the other
robot. We then count how many times a pattern of leader
switching between robotX and robotY occurs and we denote
this as the turn-taking metric. Intuitively, this metric reflects
how balanced is the collaboration between the participants.
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Fig. 4: (a) Co-movement analysis. (b) Turn-taking analysis.
* indicates a significant difference with p-value <0.05.

Fig. 4b shows the average number of role reversals with
respect to the task type.

As the Figures show, participants are encouraged to switch
leader and follower roles in the “find” task, whereas the
“feel” and “draw” tasks encourage coordination.

3) Individual Response to Haptic Feedback: In order to
investigate how a participant responds to the haptic feedback
given, we introduce a status metric denoted “agreement with
haptic”, that can take one of three possible values: {agree;
resist; disagree}. A participant is in the agree state if his/her
robot’s actual velocity agrees with the direction and intensity
of the haptic feedback given (i.e., if he/she is following the
haptic guidance). Conversely, a participant is in the resist
state whenever the robot’s velocity goes in the same direction
suggested by the haptic feedback, but not its intensity. Lastly,
a participant is in the disagree state whenever he/she is
voluntarily moving the robot in the opposite direction of the
given feedback.

Fig. 5 shows the mean percentage of agree, resist and
disagree time for each individual. We obtain an average of
68% agreement time, 7% for resist time and 25 % of disagree
time.

We further analysed the effect of the task type on the par-
ticipant’s agreement with haptic. Fig. 6a shows that there was
a significantly higher participant’s agreement with the haptic
feedback in the case of the “feel” activity. We hypothesise
that this might be related to the different type of feedback
provided in the tasks, with the assistive haptic feedback
effectively acting as a “trustworthy guide” for participants.

Finally, we study the correlation between the average
(between x and y) haptic agreement metric and the team
co-movement metric. We notice a significant positive corre-
lation: Spearman correlation (0.48) and (p < 0.005). Fig. 6b
shows the correlation with the regression line with r=0.23.

4) Manipulation measures: Accuracy and Velocity: The
velocity-accuracy trade-off is a well known metric in object
manipulation and tend to be inversely correlated. As one
moves fast, the motion is less precise. In order to assess
the usability and manipulation of the robot’s during the task,
we compute the speed of the virtual robot by combining
the two axial velocities of robotX and robotY. The accuracy
error is given by the distance of the virtual robot to the line.
Looking at the correlation between error in accuracy and
velocity of the virtual robot, we see that they are significantly
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Fig. 6: Haptic Feedback Analysis. * indicates a significant
difference with p-value <0.05.

positively correlated (Spearman correlation = 0.38 and p <
0.005). Fig. 7 shows also that speed and accuracy error seem
to decrease from the find task to the feel task and from
the feel task to the draw task. A paired t-test reveals that
the speed significantly decreases throughout the tasks, teams
going slower towards the draw task. The data for the accuracy
error does not give significant difference between the tasks.

D. Qualitative Results

We used Braun and Clark’s recommended approach to
thematic analysis to identify meaningful patterns in dyads’
conversations during the activity [41]. Two of the lead
investigators conducted an open coding on the transcribed
conversations while analyzing the screen recordings. Another
member of the research team was collaboratively checking
the memos and connecting the codes to describe the interac-
tion with robots in an iterative process. We converge to the
themes around the implication of haptics in collaboration.

Fig. 7: Average team velocity (in blue) and accuracy error
(red) for each task. * and ** indicates a significant difference
with p-value <0.05 and 0.01 respectively.

1) General observations: Learners began by using the
robots as tools for play and exploration during the in-
troductory activities. They felt more confident when they
backed their hypotheses by running evaluations with the
robots during the learning activities. Thus they gradually
achieved co-ordination and understanding of the concepts.
We elaborate their strategies below.

2) Agreement with haptic feedback: All learners took
some time to understand the nature of the haptic feedback.
Eventually however, the corrective haptic feedback helps
learners to understand the exact location of the robots on the
graph, e.g., when dyads try to find the amount of y when
x is at zero (intercept). The understanding of slope and the
relationship between the speeds of robotX and robotY started
in the feel task and is completed in the draw task.

3) Collaboration strategies: Learners used vocal channels
to initiate their collaboration. They usually counted from
three to one to start the task simultaneously. In all the three
tasks, we observed that learners moved slowly to coordi-
nate more accurately as also observed from the quantitative
accuracy-velocity findings.

T3-P1: ...start at the right coordinates and go
slowly.

This strategy was more obvious for “finding the line” task.
T6-P2: We went much slower when we were trying

to find the line, but when this (feel the line) was,
it was really like a nice clear path and the robot
wasn’t trying to like, stop you.

Below we describe some of the commonly observed
collaboration strategies among the participants.

Corrective haptic feedback induces physical disagree-
ment that encourages leader-follower roles exchange: Cor-
rective haptic feedback requires both start time and speed
coordination. For the case of corrective haptic feedback this
means that the leader- defined as a person who initiates the
movement or moves at a higher speed- always experiences
forces against their intended trajectory of the robot move-
ment.

T5-P1: It is fighting me! Go! Go! Go!
T6-P1: ...it was like stopping every time we did a
thing...

On the other hand, the follower experiences encouraging
forces to start moving or speeding up. This is reflected in the
verbal discussion as a “go-stop-go” behaviour, in which the
leader moved, the team did not see the intended results and
so stopped the movement. This led to a verbal discussion
around the strategy and opened up an opportunity for the
follower to express his/her strategy and take the lead, which
began a co-ordination, with the follower moving and so on.

T4-P2: Wait, can I try something? Okay. Is this the
line that goes in this way? It keeps on pulling me
back. It is moving by itself.
T4-P1: Can I try? T4-P2: You try. T4-P1: Put them
back in there

Learners experienced many loops of go-stop-go while
using the corrective haptic feedback which can explain the



observed high role switching among participants, especially
in the find the line task, during which they were still getting
used to the co-ordination. We observe some frustration,
especially for the find the line task in which performing
the task solely relies on understanding the haptic feedback.
However the co-ordination became smoother during the
assistive feedback of the “feel the line” task, but was better
demonstrated during the corrective feedback of the “draw the
line” task.

T6-P1 Oh, I’m sorry. Oh, it really doesn’t want, it
doesn’t want to do this kind of going.
T6-P2:It’s going and stopping.
T6-P1: It’s not doing what it was doing before (find
the line) where it was being annoying.

Followers can be asked to lead the physical movements:
One strategy that taken by one participant was to ask his
partner to take the lead on moving the robot and then
coordinating himself with her movements.

T3-P2: Okay, now move it one time. Three, two,
one go. Oh, I have to start here. Hold up. Go again.
Wait, I have to start here. Go again... wait. Three,
two, one, go. We got this. We are drawing an X.

E. Discussion

To summarize the research outcomes, our qualitative and
quantitative findings together show that the haptic feedback
supported collaboration and co-ordination among learners.
Depending on the activity (find vs feel vs draw), learn-
ers developed different collaboration strategies to leverage
the haptic feedback appropriately. To reflect on the first
research question of Study 2, our quantitative analysis of
robot movement together with the qualitative analysis of
learners conversation suggest that participants use both the
haptic feedback and the verbal channels to collaborate and
coordinate during the activity. While the primary use of
verbal channel was to initiate the collaboration, the haptic
feedback shaped the collaboration strategies such as co-
movement and turn-taking (qualitative and quantitative find-
ings) to complete the activity. To answer the second research
question, our quantitative findings suggest that participants
adapted their individual strategies depending on the activity
as seen by the variation in the haptic agreement with activity
type. Furthermore, we found that the learners collaboration
and co-ordination strategies also varied depending on the
task. In the “find” task, learners were still discovering the
role of the haptic and so there was greater disagreement
(qualitative findings), low co-movement, high accuracy error
and velocity (quantitative findings). In the “feel” task with
assistive force feedback the agreement (qualitative findings)
and co-movement were high (quantitative findings), while the
accuracy error and velocity decrease. Finally, in the “draw”
task, learners developed collaboration strategies (moving
slowly and taking turns) to use the corrective feedback to
do the activity better as seen from their conversations, high
co-movement, low turn-taking, low accuracy error and low
velocity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we investigate the role that haptics, and
specifically, haptic feedback provided by handheld robots,
can play in the context of collaborative learning.

To frame our research, we designed a collaborative learn-
ing activity with the goal to give students an intuitive
understanding on the notion of functions and a way to
represent them graphically, which demonstrated a positive
learning gain even with a small duration of 40 minutes. Our
results showed that while haptic feedback might not have
a direct effect on learning, it can indirectly support it, by
encouraging the interaction with the robot which, in turn,
seems to be beneficial for learning. During a second study,
we further investigated the role of haptics in the collaboration
between learners. Quantitative and qualitative analyses were
conducted and showed that the haptic channel is indeed used
for different collaboration strategies such as coordination
in movements, or the exchange of leader-follower roles.
Specifically, haptic feedback changed the task, and the goal
became to develop a strategy that allowed them to benefit
from the haptic feedback to coordinate their moves and
collaborate on the learning activity.

Besides the promising findings, we are aware of some
limitations of this work. The context of this activity is one
specific mathematical context; going beyond a unique context
could be a potential addition and future work. Moreover,
since the activity lasted only for one session, the novelty
effect and learning curve related to the activity, the use of
Cellulo robots with haptic feedback could all have played
a role as confounding factors. Lastly, the low number of
participants in both studies calls for extensions with larger
sample sizes.

Building on our findings, we believe that further work
should be conducted to investigate the inter-relationships
between multi-modal communication channels (audio, visual
and haptic), interaction patterns and learning outcomes. Sim-
ilarly, the findings in Study 2 suggest that haptic feedback,
rather than having a unique role in collaborative learning
activities, might actually play different roles according to
the nature of the task in which it is used. Along this line,
future work should further investigate the links connecting
task features to the learners’ use of the haptic feedback and
learning outcomes. Our short post-experiment survey on the
motivation and usability of the device suggests perceivable
force, high enjoyment, and interactivity of the robots. All
participants except one who found the robot confusing score
5-7 (7 point Likert scale) and found the robots useful for
learning math concepts.
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